
Back-up PSAP Information Document 

I 	 When creating your back-up PSAP plan, there are several key requirements and best practices that you need 
to understand in order to fulfill the legal and suggested requirements of a back-up PSAP. As a reminder, you 
are required by law to have a back-up plan in place by July 1, 2016. 

Background 

PSAP Defined 

The North Carolina General Statutes include the following definitions to apply in understanding the back-up PSAP 
requirement: 

§ 143B -1400 . (4)911 system.-- An emergency communications system using any available technologythat does all 
of thefollowing: 

a. Enables the user of a communications service connection to reach a PSAP by dialing the digits 911. 

b. Provides enhanced 911 service. 

§3.438-1400. (6) Back-up PSAP. -- The capabilityto operate as part ofthe 911 System and all otherfeatures of its 
associated primary PSAP. The term includes a back-up PSAP that receives 911 calls only when they are transferred 
from the primary PSAP or on an alternate routing basis when calls cannot be completed to the primaryPSAP. 

§143B-1400. (7) Call taking. --The act of processing a 911callforemergencyassistance by a primary PSAP, including 
the use of 911 system equipment, call classification, location of a caller, determination of the appropriate response 
level for emergency responders, and dispatching 911 call information to the appropriate responder. 

911 Back-up Requirement 

The 911 Back-up requirement isas follows: 

§ 143B-14o6. Fund distribution to PSAPs. 

(f) Compliance. --A PSAP, or the governing entity of a PSAP, must comply with all of the following in order to 
receive a distribution underthis section: 

(5) ByJuly 1, 2016, a PSAP must have a plan and meansfor9ilcall-taking in the event 913.calls cannot be received and 
processed in the primary PSAP. If a PSAP has made substantial progresstoward implementation of the plan and 
means, the 911 Board may grant the PSAP an extension until July 1, 2017, to complete implementation of the plan 
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and means. The plan must identify the alternative capability of taking the redirected 911 calls. This subdivision does 
not require a PSAP to construct an alternative facilityto serve as a back-up PSAP. 

NOTE: The NC 911 Board has defined "substantial progress" as 3.) have a plan submitted for approval and 2) have a timeline submitted for 
completion before July 1, 2017. 

ElementsforApproved 911 Back-up Plan 

The NC 93.3.Board Administrative Rules (effective July i, 2016) provide additional information that pertain to back-up 
PSAPs and elements needed for an approved back-up plan. 

09 NCAC 06C .0206 	BACK-UP PSAPS 
(a) Each Primary PSAP shall establish a back-up PSAP or have an arrangement for back-up provided by another PSAP. 
Agencies may also pool resources and create regional back-up centers. Alternate methods for receiving and processing 
911 calls may include interlocal agreements among one or more PSAPs for sharing physical resources, entail a use of 
portable equipment that may be implemented wherever secure network connectivity is accessible, construction and 
maintenance of a back-up PSAP facility that would only be utilized when the Primary PSAP is inoperable, or other 
alternative solution. 

(b) Back-up Plan. There shall be a local management approved, written, dated, and annually tested back-up PSAP plan. 

(c) The Board shall disburse 911 Funds for back-up PSAPsto the extent eligible expenses are incurred for such PSAPs, 
and provided: 

(1) A back-up PSAP plan is submitted to the 911 Board. The plan shall include start-up costs, projected recurring 
expenses, and any local agreements which may exist, or which are anticipated, that provide for the back-up PSAP. 

(2) Any back-up PSAP plan revisions have been provided tothe 911 Board staff. 

(d) The back-up PSAP shall be capable, when staffed, of performing the emergency functions performed at the primary 
PSAP. 

(e) The back-up PSAP shall be separated geographically from the primary PSAP at a distance that ensures the 
survivabilityof the alternate center. 

(f) Each PSAP shall develop a formal written plan to maintain and operate the back-up PSAP or, if back-up is provided 
by another PSAP, a formal written plan that defi nes the duties and responsibilities ofthe alternate PSAP. 

(1) The plan shall include the ability to reroute incoming 911 call traffic to the back-up center and to process and 
dispatch 911 callsatthat center. 

(2) The plan shall be included in the Comprehensive Emergency Management Plan (CEMP). 

(g) The PSAP shall be capable of operation long enough to enable the transfer of operations to the back-up PSAP in the 
event of an emergency in the PSAP or in the building that housesthe PSAP. 

Key Questions to Ask and Things to Consider 

With an understanding of the requirements outlined above, the following information can be used as a checklist or 
"best practice" to assist in developing a back-up plan and the means to implement that plan for your agency. The 
information below is suggested, and is intended to provide helpful guidance as you develop yourplan. 

o The means to implement the plan includes the resources, both physical and human, identified in the plan 
that are necessary to answer and process 911 calls. 

o Consider what type of back-up solution you need: 
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• single agency stand-alone facility (not preferred) 
• multi-agency stand-alone facility 
• utilizing anotherexisting PSAP 
• mobile solution 
• hosted third partysolution 
• something else (explain in detail) 

o If your solution involves utilizing another existing primary or secondary PSAP, or a multi-agency 
arrangement, do you have signed Memorandums of Understanding (MOUs) and other applicable 
agreements? These inter-local agreements are an absolute must. 

o How many positions/workstations are normally manned in your Primary PSAP? Do you and can you staff 
for more positions to handle peak workloads? How many additional positions are used during these peak 
workloads? 

o If you are entering into an agreement with another primary or secondary PSAP, how many positions do they 
staff to handle their call volume, and do they staff extra positions for peak times? Does your backup plan 
have enough total seats to handle your peak call volume staffing, as well as that of the other PSAP? 

o Will the primary PSAP and the back-up PSAP equipment be connected or stand-alone? If connected, how 
will CAD, Mapping, and Telephone equipment be connected between the primary and the 
back-up PSAP? How will 911 trunks be rerouted to the back-up PSAP? Will you use a geo-diverse telephone 
switch, with one side ofthe server atthe primary site and anotherserverat the back-up site, with a network 
connection (fiber or microwave) between the two? 

o If you choose a mobile solution, how will 9ii ANI and ALI data be delivered to the mobile PSAP? How will the 
mobile solution obtain access to CAD and Mapping data? The mobile solution cannot be dependent on the 
equipment at the primary PSAP. 

o How will 91.i calls be answered and processed during the transition from the primary to the back-up facility? 
The transition plan should ensure that 93.3.calls are delivered in such a way that voice and data are availablefor 
mapping the location of anygn. caller. 

O If your back-up solution involves another existing PSAP, are all CAD, Mapping, and Telephone systems 
interoperable? How will they be connected? Are employees cross-trained on all equipment? Is there sufficient 
back room space at your proposed back-up site to handle your server and equipment needs? 

O The back-up equipment needs to function to the same capability or capacity as the primary equipment, but 
does not have to be identical. For example, you do not have to use custom console furniture in your back-up, if 
you can set your computer workstations on a table top. 

o What type of back-up power system will be in place at the back-up PSAP? Will there be a generator and a 
UPS? What will be the capacity of the generator and the UPS? How much fuel is stockpiled for the generator, 
and is it sufficient to cover your plan for uninterrupted operation of the back-up facility? 

o Does your back-up plan include a schedule/plan on how the back-up center will be maintained and tested 
on regular intervals to ensure it will be fully operational when needed? The plan should also be tested with 
enough frequency that staff is comfortable operating in the back-up environment. 

o The plan should include both the projected start-up costs and the annual operating costs of the 
back-up PSAP. Since funding of an approved backup PSAP is an allowable use of surcharge funds, and since 
future funding will be based on actual expenses, it is critical that 93.1.Board staff have an accurate cost projection 
for budgetary purposes. 

A guide for creating the plan and providing estimated cost is attached to the document. 

Extension Request 

To be in compliance with § 143B-14o6.f(5) must have implemented  an approved plan no later than July 1, 

2016. If substantial progress toward implementation of the plan and means has not been completed by July 

1, 2016, the PSAP may request an extension and the 911 Board may grant an extension for up to one year 

(July 1, 2017). The 911 Board has defined substantial progress as, 1) have a backup plan submitted for 

approval, 2) have a timeline submitted for completion before July 1, 2017. 
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To request an extension, a PSAP must submit the request on agency letterhead to the Executive Director of 

the North Carolina 911 Board. The letter must indicate when the proposed backup plan was submitted to 

the 911 Board for approval and include the timeline that the plan will be implemented. 

A sample template of a request letter is attached to this document. 

Questions 
The NC 911 Board staff stands ready to assist you with any questions you 

have in developing a successful plan. 

Tina Bone 	 David Dodd 
tina.bone@nc.gov 	 david.dodd@nc.gov  
919-754-6111 	 919-754-6625 

911 Board 
PNFORMAUON TiC.NOL04, 
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Request for Backup Plan Approval 

PSAP Name: 	 Tarboro Police-Fire Communications 

PSAP Plan Contact (title/telephone number/email address): 

Interim Chief of Police Jesse F. Webb (252) 641-4273 jwebb@tarboro-nc.com  

Location 
Where is the Primary PSAP located (street address)? 

318 Main Street 
Tarboro, NC 27886 

Where is the Backup PSAP located (street address)? 
3005 Anaconda Road 
Tarboro, NC 27886 

For the purposes of defining shared resource expenses, what, if any, other departments are located in the Backup 

PSAP facility? 

Edgecombe County Sheriffs Office 

How far is the Primary PSAP from the Backup PSAP in airline miles? (There is currently no defined distance 
requirement but a one mile minimum is a reasonable expectation.) 

3.3 miles 

Positions/Workstations 
How many telecommunicator positions are normally manned in the Primary PSAP? 

	
Three (3) 

How many telecommunicator positions are in the Backup PSAP? 
	

Five (5) 

Equipment 
Please describe the make and model of the telephone switch in the Primary PSAP. 

Intrado Positron Viper Power 911 

Please describe the make and model of the telephone switch in the Backup PSAP. 
Intrado Positron Viper Power 911 
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Please describe the make and model of the CAD in the Primary PSAP. 

TriTech Software Systems, VisionCAD 

Please describe the make and model of the CAD in the Backup PSAP. 

TriTech Software Systems, VisionCAD 

Please describe the make and model of the recorder in the Primary PSAP. 
NICE Call Focus Freedom Recorder supported by the Scenario Replay application 

Please describe the make and model of the recorder in the Backup PSAP. 

EdgeOne Solutions, RevCord, and a Focus III Nice Recorder for backup 

Radio Equipment 

What equipment in the Backup PSAP will be used to dispatch 911 calls? 
For the Tarboro Police Department, this will include (2) two Motorola single band consolettes. 

How will the radio equipment in the Backup PSAP connect to the radio network? 
Radio loop antenna 

Network 

How many 911 trunks are currently in the Primary PSAP and who is the carrier? 

There are (6) six 911 trunks in the Primary PSAP. Centurylink is the carrier. 
How many admin lines are currently in the Primary PSAP and who is the carrier? 

There are (4) admin lines in the Primary PSAP. Centurylink is the carrier. 

How many 911 trunks will be in Backup PSAP and who is the carrier? 
There will be a total of (8) eight trunks; however, only (4) four of these will be for the Tarboro Police Department. 

How many admin lines will be in the Backup PSAP and who is the carrier? 
There will be a total of (7) admin lines; however, only (2) of these will be for the Tarboro Police Department. 

What is the process to re-route 911 trunks from the Primary PSAP to the Backup PSAP? 
By closing the circuit at the Primary PSAP with a toggle switch and opening it at the Backup PSAP. 

How long will it take to re-route 911 trunks from the Primary PSAP to the Backup PSAP? 
It will take a matter of seconds. Enough time to close the toggle switch. 

What is the process to re-route admin trunks from the Primary PSAP to the Backup PSAP? 

The Primary PSAP admin lines will be forwarded to the Backup PSAP by advanced carrier features. 

How long will it take to re-route admin trunks from the Primary PSAP to the Backup PSAP? 
The necessary time to activate call forwarding through the carrier's advanced features. 
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Sticky Note
Jesse you are not seriously overtrunked, but at some point you might consider dropping one trunk.  I think that can be quantified by an ECaTS Circuit Utilization Report.  
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Sticky Note
Remember:  on the admin lines, remember we only pay for one line per console position. 

tgbone
Sticky Note
The Viper phone switch can be geo-diverse which should eliminate the need to have double trunks.  You can split your four to be answered at either place.



How will the Primary PSAP be network connected to the Backup PSAP?Ethernet connect between side A and side B 
Who is the carrier? Centurylink 
What is the bandwidth? 20 x 20, data only 

How will this network connection between the Primary PSAP to the Backup PSAP be used? For instance will it be 
used to keep the CAD data current at both locations? Will it be used to carry 911 calls from the B side of the 
switch at the backup location to the A side at the Primary location? Will other applications be running on this 
network connection? The Primary PSAP, side A, will connect to the Backup PSAP, side B independently. Thus, each 

PSAP will have their own dedicated data connection. 

Transition to Backup PSAP 
Who will answer your 911 calls while you are relocating to the Backup PSAP? Telecommunicators with the Backup 

PSAP, Edgecombe County Sheriffs Office, will answer our 911 calls until personnel can arrive at the Backup location. 

How long will it take to relocate staff to the Backup PSAP and begin taking calls? It will take approximately 15-20 
minutes for staff to relocate to the Backup PSAP and begin taking calls. 

What is the process to re-route calls from the Primary PSAP to the Interim PSAP while relocating staff to the 
Backup PSAP? Not applicable. There will be no Interim PSAP. 

What is the process to re-route calls from the Interim PSAP while relocating staff to the Backup PSAP? 

Not applicable. There will be no Interim PSAP. 

Please attach a signed Memorandums of Understanding (MOUs) and any other applicable agreements. Please insure 

that the signatories have the appropriate authority to commit their respective agencies. 

Power 
Describe the back-up power system at the Primary PSAP? Caterpillar diesel generator Model YB51047. 

What is the capacity of the generator and the UPS in the Primary PSAP? 100KW/208V 

How much fuel is stockpiled for the generator at the Primary PSAP and how long will this provide uninterrupted 

operation? The generator contains a 220 gallon tank, which will operate for about (3) three days under a normal load. 

The town also has a dedicated delivery vehicle to transport fuel from town diesel reserves. 
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Describe the back-up power system at the Backup PSAP? Caterpillar diesel genrator Model 2408. 
What is the capacity of the generator and the UPS in the Backup PSAP? 725KW/906V; 30kVA 208/220V 

How much fuel is stockpiled for the generator at the Backup PSAP and how long will this provide uninterrupted 
operation? This generator has a 3,000 gallon tank which uses approximately 12 gallons an hour when operating a 

normal work load. This equals about 10 days. 

Additional 
Please provide a diagram of your back-up plan. Show the equipment to be supported in the Primary PSAP and the 
Backup PSAP, the network connections between the Primary PSAP and the Backup PSAP, the trunking to the 
Primary PSAP and the Backup PSAP, and any other relevant information. 

"'Please see attached diagram***** 
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DIAGRAM OF BACKUP PSAP PLAN 

   

Data Connection 

  

      

Tarboro Police-Fire 

Communications 

(Primary PSAP) 

    

Edgecombe County 

Communications 

(Backup PSAP) 

 

911 Trunks 

 

    

    

      

   

Admin Lines 

  

Replaces furniture in Communications Center 

to make room for two more positions needed 

for Edgecombe Communications staff 

Has a switch installed (A side), in order to 

transfer 911 Trunks to Backup PSAP 

Adds carrier transfer features to forward 

Admin lines to Backup PSAP 

Has DATA line installed for communication 

between Primary PSAP and Backup PSAP 

Replaces the outdated NICE recorder with a 

new 16 channel recorder capable of 

sustaining both PSAPs  

No new furniture or console additions is 

needed. Current facility has adequate 

infrastructure. 

p. Has a switch installed (B side), in order to 

receive 911 Trunks from Primary PSAP 

Radio Consolettes are installed for 

emergency dispatching services 



Financial Documentation 

Non-Eligible Costs Eligible Costs Comments 

Product/Service Product/Service 

Cost One-Time Costs Cost 

CPE-Power 911 $4,420.00 

Radio consolettes $13,200.00 

Console furniture $30,000.00 

911/Admin/Data lines instal $550.00 

16 Channel Recorder $22,000.00 

Recurring Costs Annual Cost 

CPE Yearly Maintainence $350.00 

Radio Maintenance $300.00 

Recurring Costs Monthly' Cost 

(4) 911 Trunks $350.00 

(2) Admin lines $140.00 

(1) Data connection $1,500.00 
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The Plan 
Please provide a narrative on how the proposed Backup plan will work. If our Primary PSAP must relocate for any 
reason, we will notify the Backup PSAP, close the switch to transfer 911 trunks, and then forward the admin lines. 
Next, personnel will travel to the Backup PSAP and begin taking calls. During transit, personnel at the Backup PSAP, 
staff members of the Edgecombe County Sheriffs Office, will answer calls. If more than one Telecommunicator is 
working during the event, one will travel to the Backup PSAP and prepare to answer calls while the second remains 
at the Primary PSAP to close the switch for the transfer of 911 trunks and forward the admin lines. 

How often will you test your Backup plan? Quarterly 
How long will you take calls at the Backup PSAP when you exercise your plan? (5) five to (6) six hours and 
between the time period of 9:00 am and 3:00 pm. 
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INTERLOCAL AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE TOWN OF TARBORO AND EDGECOMBE 
COUNTY FOR MUTUAL BACKUP EMERGENCY COMMUNICATIONS 

This Agreement is entered into by the Town of Tarboro and Edgecombe County, for 
the purposes stated herein. 

Whereas, the Town of Tarboro Police/Fire Communications Center provides 

emergency communications and dispatching services for the Town of Tarboro Police and 
Fire Departments serving those within the Town of Tarboro Police and Fire jurisdictions. 

Whereas the Edgecombe County Sheriff's Office Communications Center provides 
emergency communications and dispatching services for Edgecombe County serving those 
within the County of Edgecombe. 

Whereas, the Town of Tarboro Police/Fire Communications Center and the 
Edgecombe County Sheriffs Office Communications Center are each Public Safety 
Answering Points for the purposes of the E-911 system, which requires that each PSAP to 
have a backup plan to provide emergency communications and dispatch services in the 
event of a disruption in the PSAP's abilities to provide those services at its own primary 
facility, and 

Whereas, in order to ensure continuity of emergency communications and dispatch 
services in the event that either the Town of Tarboro Police/Fire Communications Center or 
the Edgecombe County Sheriffs Office Communications Center is unable to provide 

services due to an emergency such as fire, flood, earthquake, equipment malfunction or any 

other such cause, the Town of Tarboro and Edgecombe County have agreed to serve as 

backup facilities for each other until service can be restored, and 

Whereas, the Town of Tarboro and Edgecombe County wish to set forth their 
agreement in writing and have the authority to enter into interlocal agreements for this 

purpose pursuant to Article 20 of Chapter 160A of the North Carolina General Statues. 

Now, therefore, in consideration of the mutual benefits to be derived under this 

agreement and the covenants and agreements contained herein, the parties agree as 

follows: 

I. 	PURPOSE 

The purpose of this agreement is to ensure the continuity of emergency 
communications and response to 9-1-1 calls during periods of emergency in which 
one of the parties is temporarily unable to provide for its own communications at its 



own primary facility. Under this Agreement, each party will temporarily provide 
emergency communications service on the other party's behalf and will provide 

space within its communications facilities for the other party to operate emergency 
communications until normal service can be restored. 

II. 	DEFINITIONS 

A. PSAP — Public Safety Answering Point 

B. Backup PSAP — Another PSAP designed to take calls on a backup basis and 
process them in accordance with mutually agreed upon call handling procedures. 

C. ANI/ALI — Automatic Number Identification/Automatic Location Identification 

D. CAD — Computer Aided Dispatch 

III. CONDITIONS 

A. The services provided as a result of this Agreement are considered services to the 

general public and this Agreement shall not be construed to create an employer-

employee, principal-agent or co-partnership relationship between the parties. 

B. The cost of operating each PSAP and the costs of providing the services and 
fulfilling the terms of this Agreement shall remain the responsibilities of the 
respective parties. The cost of necessary items specific for the purpose of this 
Agreement that will be shared by each party, such as the fiber links between the 
two facilities, shall be divided equally between both parties and each party shall 

be responsible for their half. 

C. Any and all equipment provided by each party remains the property of the 
respective parties. Each party is responsible for the upkeep of their own 

equipment. 

D. This Agreement applies to Enhanced 9-1-1 telephone calls that are not answered 
by the PSAP and therefore routed to the Backup PSAP. 



IV. PROCEDURES 

In the event an emergency occurs that results in the inability of either party's PSAP 

to provide emergency communications and response to 9-1-1 calls at its own facility, 

backup communications service shall be provided as follows: 

A. The initiating PSAP will contact the backup PSAP to advise the backup PSAP of 

the need for services. The backup PSAP shall, to the extent of its abilities and 

resources, temporarily providing emergency communications services consisting 

of the following: 

1. Receiving 9-1-1 calls and routine calls for law enforcement, fire and medical 

service agencies served by the initiating PSAP; 

2. Directing a response to said calls by either dispatching appropriate agency or 

forwarding the call to the appropriate agency for response; and 

3. Providing ongoing communication support to personnel in the field. 

4. Document call related information such as location, nature of the call and 

responding units in the CAD system. 

B. In the event that the initiating PSAP's E911 system goes down, 9-1-1 calls not 

answered by the initiating PSAP will automatically be routed to the other PSAP. 

Information on the ANI/ALI screen such as location or emergency response 

agency(s) listed will alert the call taker that the call originated from the other 

PSAP. 

C. The services provided under Subsection A shall be provided until such time as 

communications personnel from the initiating PSAP arrive at the backup PSAP's 

facility and make the backup communications systems of the initiating PSAP 

operational. At such time as the backup communications systems are 

operational, initiating PSAP personnel shall notify the backup PSAP personnel 

and emergency communications shall be turned over to the initiating PSAP's 

personnel. 

D. Upon restoration of normal emergency communications services at the initiating 

PSAP's primary facility, communications shall be switched back to the primary 

facility and the use of the backup facility will cease. Personnel from the 

initiating PSAP shall shut down all backup communications systems and return 

to the primary facility. 



E. It is understood that each party to this Agreement has finite resources and may 

not be able to provide backup service at the same level as the initiating party 

during the temporary service period. Neither party makes any guarantees or 

warranties of any kind to the other regarding the level of service. 

F. Each PSAP will continually maintain and provide to the other a list of resources 

(i.e. primary contact telephone numbers, other information as agreed upon) to 

assist the PSAP serving as backup if needed. As changes arise, updated 

information shall be forwarded as soon as possible. 

G. Each PSAP will conduct practice drills and equipment testing at the other 

PSAP's facility bi-quarterly, rotating each shift through to allow for a practice 

drill to be completed by every shift. 

H. Each PSAP will be issued keys for the other PSAP's facility that will allow them 

access to the other PSAP's facility in the event backup procedures are initiated. 

I. If it is determined at a later date that it is necessary to provide other 

communications equipment or procedures so as to be able to accomplish the 

purpose of this Agreement, amendments to this Agreement may be executed 

identifying the cost obligations of each party for such additional equipment. 

V. NOTICES 

Notices of the need for backup services under Section IV of this Agreement will be by 

telephone or by other means as may be reasonably used to apprise the backup PSAP 

of the initiating PSAP's need for service. All other notices under this Agreement, 

with the exception of equipment testing, shall be given in writing. 

VI. TERM 

This Agreement shall take effect and be in full force upon signature by both parties. 

This Agreement shall remain in effect for five years from the signature date. Either 

party may terminate this Agreement upon ninety (90) days written notice to the 

other party. No later than the ninetieth day following the notice of termination, 

each party shall remove its equipment from the other party's facility. 

VII. INDEMNITY 

Each party shall indemnify, defend, and hold each other harmless from any and all 

costs, expenses, liability, losses, claims, suits, and proceedings of any nature 



whatsoever provided the same dies bit arise out of any negligence, breach of 

warranty or other breach of duty by either party. 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, this Agreement has been executed by each party on the 

date set forth below. 

Town of Tarboro 
	 Edgecombe County 

iterir 
Troy Lewis, Town Manager 	 Eric Evans, County Manager 
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Date of Signature 	 Date of Signature 
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Notary Public 

 

Notary Public 

Aph to 	 no 18 

Commission Expires 	(Seal) 	 Commission Expires 	(Seal) 

FRANGIE MUNGO 
NOTARY PUBLIC 
State of North Carolina 
County of Edgecomlle 

My Commission Expires  J..= /111,004 



TARBORO POLICE DEPARTMENT 
318 N. Main Street 

Tarboro, North Carolina 27886 
Telephone (252) 641-4247 

Fax (252) 641-4206 

23 June 2016 

North Carolina 911 Board 
Attn: Richard Taylor, Executive Director 
PO Box 17209 
Raleigh, NC 27619-7209 

Mr. Taylor, 

In regards to an established timeline for implementing our Backup PSAP Plan, 
once/if approved, and based upon the simplicity of our intent to utilize an 
existing PSAP facility, the time period for completing the work should be 
minimal. Nevertheless, our biggest obstacle will be scheduling Centurylink to 
complete the work as they will have a number of other projects underway for 
the same purpose. 

With these thoughts in mind, I anticipate coordinating with the PSAP Director 
of the Edgecombe County Communications Center, our expected backup 
facility, as soon as the plan is approved. Once finalized, I expect to complete 
contracts and agreements between September and October of 2016. 
Unfortunately, in communicating with Centurylink, there is approximately a 
six month wait period after that for the work to begin. 

Considering this delay, work should begin around March of 2017. Once 
started, the project should only take about two weeks to complete. Thus, early 
April of 2017 would be the tentative time period for completion. If you have any 
questions or concerns please feel free to contact me by telephone at (252) 641-
4273 or by email at jwebb@tarboro-nc.com . Thank you in advance for your 
careful consideration in adopting this plan. 

Respectfully, 

//Kt /7-  •  GO OM 
Jesse F. Webb 
Interim Chief of Police 

EQUAL  OPPORTUNITY I AFFIRMATIVE ACTION EMPLOYER 
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